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Mike Budd and Max H. Kirsch, eds. Rethinking Disney: Private Control, 
Public Dimensions. Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 
2005. ix + 341pp. $27.95 
 
In exploring both the public and private worlds of Disney, this book offers readers a perceptive 
inside/outside view of this global corporation. Through its multimedia entertainment products, theme 
parks, and urban developments, Disney has maintained a powerful presence in both entertainment and 
corporate fields. While this public image may appear monolithic, the private enterprise struggles to 
maintain internal control amidst conflicting corporate visions. What distinguishes this book from 
others that offer similar cultural critiques of Disney is its multifaceted approach to the topic by a range 
of scholars from diverse disciplines. The essays that comprise this collection have been grouped under 
five headings, which, according to Budd, reflect "many of the current concerns of critical cultural and 
political-economic studies" (15). This breadth of coverage, combined with a currency of content and 
the accessible style of the contributors, results in an interesting and informative text. 
 
In Part I, Dick Hebdige and Susan Willis provide "Alternative Histories" to the familiar, official 
Disney version of its activities and practices. Hebdige broadly examines how the Disney business plan 
and its trademark mode of narration adopt an integrative strategy to produce "disneyfied" effects 
on "everything from work, retail and consumer culture, to contemporary art and architecture" (37). In 
his examination of these effects, Hebdige invents the neologism "Dis-gnosis" to argue that a paradox 
of calculated banality or "simulated innocence" is at the heart of Disney products and texts. His point 
that disgnosis is "a cause for genuine concern for all of us" (44) has significance given the global reach 
of Disney (and others) and the lure of the corporate brand and all that comes with uncritical 
consumption. In "Disney's Bestiary," Willis takes up the idea of "imagined realities" proposed in 
Hebdige's chapter to consider how Disney "imagineers" create themed environments at Disney 
World whereby story and illusion substitute for living animals, natural settings, and historical facts. 
Willis constructs alternative histories and critical frameworks to the preferred stories embedded in the 
park. The attributed value of imitation compared with reality is a point taken up in subsequent 
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chapters, which pursue the reach and impact of Disney's corporate power on 
 
In Part II, Lee Artz and Maurya Wickstrom engage with the themes of "Capitalism, Commodification, 
Globalization" in their essays. Artz considers how Disney's "non-controversial" animated products 
ensure universal marketability through their communicative power and socialization potential, which 
"simultaneously soften and defend messages of social-class hierarchy and antisocial hyper-
individualism" (76). Wickstrom pursues the idea of "magical capitalism" by examining how the 
performance of The Lion King works on the "mimetic imagination of consumers" (100). Through 
various Disney projects and products stemming from the early Mickey Mouse clubs to animated 
character playsuits and replicated toys, the child consumer develops the desire to be one of the Disney 
heroes. According to Wickstrom, this mimetic desire to be bodily like the commodity has long been a 
Disney corporate tactic to shape the (Disney) employee's subjectivity within the corporate image. 
However, the more dystopian aspect of this mimetic strategy is the scenario when the commodity and 
corporate power "can come to seem the ineradicable source of ongoing life," and the human subject is 
regarded as dispensable and "decisively unmagical" (120). 
 
In Part III, the collection takes up issues of "Hierarchies: Race, Class, Gender, Sexuality." Sean 
Griffith documents the ongoing discourse between Disney and gay communities, which began in 1978 
when the first of the "gay days" was held at Disneyland, albeit amidst Disney's tight security and 
surveillance. While the scope and meaning of Gay Days at Disney theme parks have expanded over 
the past decades, Griffith concludes that they remain within "the apparently apolitical framework that 
the tourist economies of Disney and the Orlando area prefer" (146). Further attempts to offer a public 
perception of political sensitivity is evidenced in Disney animated feature films in recent years where, 
as Jhappan and Stasiulis note in their chapter, "Anglophilia and the Discreet Charm of the English 
Voice in Disney's Pochahontas Films," attempts have been made to "move beyond the white solipsism 
and Eurocentrism of previous productions . . . to offer more 'sympathetic' portrayals of racialized 
'Others'" (151). These authors take Disney's Pocahontas (1995) and its straight-to-video sequel, 
Pocahontas II: Journey to a New World (1998) as case studies to demonstrate how "pristine 
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innocence, high adventure, and heterosexual love stories" (172) are harnessed in the interests of an 
entertaining story about racial harmony to construct a form of "nostalgic imperialism" and a "politics 
of forgetting" (173). To tell it otherwise would spoil consumers' fun at the Disney shops. 
 
The "politics of forgetting" takes another turn in Aaron Taylor's chapter which heads Part IV: 
"Representation, Simulation, Appropriation." Taylor considers the appropriation and commodification 
of a British cultural object, Winnie-the-Pooh. As Taylor points out, the cultural and economic 
colonization of Pooh is such that Disney representations seek to ensure that their versions are not only 
better than the originals by Milne and Shephard, but are the "correct" ones. Better than the original is 
at the heart of Scott Hermanson's chapter about Disney's Animal Kingdom. This essay returns to 
the matter of virtuality over reality, the public desire for a return to innocence, and Disney's move to 
appear politically attuned to contested issues such as wildlife preservation and concern for natural 
environments. As Hermanson moves readers through the various "continents" that comprise Disney's 
Animal Kindgom, he demonstrates the deft integration of live animals, rides, attractions, exotic 
landscapes, indigenous workers, 3-D movies, and Broadway-style shows that greet visitors to this 
seemingly non-traditional zoo. Guests are positioned as ecotourists seeking thrills in exotic locales, but 
as Hermanson concludes, "Animal Kingdom isn't an authentic representation of animals in a re-created 
environment but a near-perfect Technicolor simulation of our media-soaked creation of nature" (225). 
 
The final three essays, that comprise Part V: "Urban Planning and Themed Environments," examine 
some of Disney's initiatives in urban planning and development that are an extension of Walt Disney's 
early projects in theme parks and urban planning dating from the 1930s. As Stacy Warren, Frank 
Roost, and Greg Siegel explain in their respective essays, the characteristics of the Disney Company—
fantasy, storytelling, branding, theming, synergy, control—are carried through their merchandise, 
animated films, television, theme parks, and other realms. Warren highlights Disney's failure to win 
public support and city-council endorsement for its planned developments in four cities. The key 
problems in these cases derived from Disney's unwillingness to involve the public in its plans and to 
move away from the "Disney Planning Storyboard," whereby "Disney representatives 
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utilize what appears to be a scripted narrative that defines and organizes personalities, dialogue,  
design standards, political demands, and expected outcomes in a manner reminiscent of the animation 
storyboard" (237). Two more successful Disney urban projects are discussed by Frank Roost in his 
chapter "Synergy City: How Times Square and Celebration Are Integrated into Disney's Marketing 
Cycle." As Roost explains, Disney managed to "clean up" Times Square while it cleaned up on the 
revenue brought by the extensive merchandising that has been carefully integrated into this privatized 
public space, albeit a space that excludes the homeless and other marginalized groups. On a similar 
note, Greg Siegel notes how Disnefication extends beyond the Walt Disney Company to denote the 
ways in which a particular site or landscape is transformed in such a way that it is "conceptually, 
perceptually, and functionally redolent of the Disney theme parks" (300). His example of the 
Disneyfied sports stadium serves to demonstrate how its Utopian promise of the good life shaped 
through high-tech amusements and amenities simultaneously works to cater to middle-class desires 
while serving corporate-class megalomania, "both [of which are] putative testaments to the greater 
glory of the postindustrial economy" (317). 
 
This book will satisfy the curiosity of a number of readers across the cultural studies and cultural 
geography fields. For those interested in Utopian studies, it takes up issues raised in other works on 
Disney while leaving room for more research and development in the areas of global capitalism and its 
impact on cultural texts and practices and the privatization of public spaces. 
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